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ABSTRACT

It is evident that nuclear Gamow-Teller matrix elements deter-
mined from /3-decay and charge-exchange reactions are signifi-
cantly quenched compared to simple shell-model estimates based
on one-body operators and free-nucleon coupling constants. Here
we discuss the theoretical origins of this quenching giving exam-
ples from light nuclei near LS-closed shells, such as 1 60 and 40Ca.

Gamow-Teller matrix elements in mirror transitions in closed-LS-shell-plus

(or minus )-one nuclei, 1 50, 17F, 39Ca and 41Sc, have been experimentally deter-

mined1) from /^-decay data. Compared to single-particle estimates using the free-

nudeon axial-vector coupling constant, g^ — 1.26, these matrix elements are

quenched by roughly 13% at the .4=10 closed shell and 30% at the 4=40 closed

shell. Furthermore [p,n) reactions2"4) have extended the number of data by mea-

suring the spin-flip transitions, j — i+\ —* j =t— \, which again, on comparison

with single-particle estimates, indicate large quenching of order 40% in the matrix

element.

Theoretically these reductions must stem either from the inadequacy of the

single-particle description of the nuclear state or from the inadequacy of the

impulse-approximation one-body GT operator. Calculations of the first effect,

frequently called core polarization, estimate through perturbation theory the ad-

mixtures of 2p-l/i and 3/>-2/t configurations in the basically single-particle wave

function and evaluate the impact the admixtures have on the calculated matrix

element. At LS closed shells there is no contribution to the core polarization in

first order. The reason is that with no spatial dependence in the one-body GT



operator it cannot excite a lp-l/i state from a closed LS shell. Thus calcula-
tions must be taken to second order in perturbation theory. Computationally this
leads to a time-consuming calculation, as there is no selection rule to limit the
intermediate-state summation and the convergence is slow. This is particularly
true with tensor forces in the residual interaction as first stressed by Shimizu,
Icliimura and Arima.5) This propensity of the tensor force to couple strongly to
high-lying excited states has been called 'tensor correlations' and the phenomenon V
leads to a reduction in the GT matrix element.

The other inadequacy concerns the use of one-body operators. Corrections
to the impulse approximation arise because nucleons in nuclei interact through
the exchange of mesons, and this exchange can be perturbed by the action of the
weak axial current. Since this perturbation requires at least two nucleons to be
involved, corrections from this origin lead to two-body GT operators. The math-
ematical technique used to determine these operators follows from considering all
Feynman graphs in which a meson is exchanged between two nucleons and linking
the weak axial current in all possible places in the diagram. Consider first graphs
involving pion exchange. These are the most important graphs because the pion,
being the lightest mass meson, generates the longest-range exchange current op-
erators. Heavy-meson exchange leads to short-range operators, which in nuclear
physics are less important since the nuclear wave function goes rapidly to zero
at short distances. The possible pion-exchange graphs can be classified into two
types: Born graphs, involving only nucleons and pions, and non-Born graphs in
which the axial current either excites a nucleon to an excited state, such as the
isobar A, or converts the pion into a heavy meson, such as the p. The important
point is that for axial currents the pion Born graphs are identically zero.6) This is
in sharp distinction to electromagnetic currents where pion Born graphs give an
important contribution to such properties as magnetic moments. Thus the inti-
mate connection between the GT operator and the spin part of the isovector Ml
operator, evident in the impulse approximation, is broken when meson-exchange
current (MEC) corrections are considered. For the non-Born graphs, we will dis-
tinguish between diagrams involving nucleon excitations - referring to these as
isobar graphs - and those in which a pion is converted to a p meson - referring
to these as pn or meson-exchange-current (MEC) graphs. In general, the latter
MEC graph gives a small contribution and is not an ini|K>rtant ingredient in the
quenching of the GT matrix element.



There- art1 two further points to consider: The core polarization calculation

corrects the matrix element of a one-body operator evaluated in the closed-shell-

plus-one configuration for the presence of 2p-lh and 3p-2h admixtures in the

single-particle wave function. The perturbation calculation is carried out to second

order in the residual interaction (or to the fourth power in the mcson-nucleon

coupling constants). It is logical, therefore, that the matrix elements of the two-

body operators should likewise be corrected for 2p-\h and 3/>2/J admixtures. Since

the two-body operator itself involves the meson-nucleon coupling constants to the

second power, it is sufficient to estimate this correction to first order in the residual

interaction. These terms have been called 'crossing terms' in the work of the Tokyo

group.7'8)

The second point concerns the one-body GT operator, which is obtained

as a leading term in the nonrelativistic reduction of a relativistic axial-vector

current. There is a few per cent correction coming from the next-order terms in

the nonrelativistic reduction. The GT operation, l/2gA o r±, is then modified to

where V is a nucleon momentum and M its mass. The correction depends on

estimating (p2/M'2) for a nucleon in a nucleus.

In summary, then, corrections to lowest-order shell model estimates of the

GT matrix element in the impulse approximation come from: core polarization,

isobar currents, MEC currents, crossing terms and relativistic corrections. All

these ingredients for closed-LS-shell-plus-one nuclei have been calculated by the

Tokyo group7-8) and by Towner and Khanna.9) We quote in Table I some results

from a recent review by Towner,lu) where more details can be found. It is useful

to characterize the results of the calculation in terms of an equivalent effective

(ine-body operator that contains three independent rank-one tensors

(GT)e(r = lyLA^a L+SM,,ir <£ +SfjM,eir[V2(£)x£](l)} o r ± ' (2)

where yAl.tf = gA + bgA, etc., with g A the bare impulse-approximation value and

t"jA the correction to it. Note; that in the bare operator yLA = gPA — 0. From

Table I we- sec the' results are not good. In general, theory is undeqiredicting the

degree of qiwncliinp; in the experimental matrix dement. Note also that the term

PJ//..4 is small, while the term S<jrA has a rather subtle role to play. For diago-

nal matrix element* the quenching is prope>rtional to bgA + K6gi>A/\f(8n) where



Table I. Summary of all corrections to the ground-state diagonal GT matrix element,
b{GT)d, and the off-diagonal spin-flip matrix element, &{GT)j, expressed as a percentage
of the single-particle value for closed-shell-plus (or minus)-one configurations.

A=IG

/t=lG
/l=40
A=40

O p-.T

O'is/2
Od'L

O/7/2

0

0
0

0

9LA

.013

.013

.009

.010

9A

-0.185

-0.175
-0.255

-0.221

9PA

0.234

0.179
0.167

0.105

HGT)d

(GT)d

calc

-1.9

-10.2
-17.1

-14.2

6{GT)d

(GT)d

expt*

-13.1±0.5
-13.8±0.3
-33.7±1.0
-26.2±0.4

6(GT)j
(GT),

calc

-17.0

-15.8
-21.9

-18.8

b{GT),
(GT),
expt

—38 b ' c

— 3 3 b

~-45 b ' d

"Deduced from experimental /3-decay data recorded in Ref. ' ) .
bFrom (p, n) measurements of Watson et a/.,2) where we have renormalized the (p, n)
cross section so that the deduced GT matrix element for the ground-state transi-
tion agrees with /i-decay measurements. Watson et a/., however, prefer to normalize
their results to distorted-wave impulse approximation calculations and find for mass
>4 = 15,39 notable discrepancies between their deduced values of the ground-state GT
matrix element and those deduced from /J-decay.
'From Goodman et a/.3)
dFrom Rapaport et a/.4)

A' = 2(/(2e + 3) for orbits with j = t+\, and A' = (2£+2)/(2£-l) for 3 = t - \ .

For the 0/'i/2 orbit in particular, there is a very strong cancellation between these

two terms resulting in a small predicted value for b(GT)d/(GT)d. For the spin-flip

transitions, on the other hand, the quenching is proportional to Sg^ — \bgpAl\J(8T)

and numerically the two terms add. Thus larger qnencliing is predicted for spin-

flip transitions than for diagonal transitions, as experimentally observed, although

the magnitude of the effect is underpredicted. In Table II we give a breakdown

of the contributions to the effective operator from various sources, where it is

seen the principal contribution comes from core polarization. Isobar currents give

an important contribution to b~gpA but in this calculation its cancellation against

bgA leads to an overall effe. . that is small for diagonpl matrix elements. This is

somewhat controversial. Alternative theories11) using enhanced effective interac-

tions in the isobar-hole channels claim much larger isobar contributions. Rho,11)

in particular, argues that the crossing terms should roughly cancel the tensor cor-

relations in the core-polarization calculation. We also -how the result of the Tokyo

group7'8) in Table II whose overall result is rather similar to ours.



Table II. Contributions to the effective one-body GT operator from various sources for a
Oci configuration at /t=l(i, and a comparison with the 1983 Towner-Khanna calculation
(TK), the Arima et id. calculation (ASllll) and the empirical values deduced by Hrown
and VVildenthal (UVV).

Core polarization
Isobar currents
MKC, pir
Crossing term
Relativistic

Sum
TK (Ref.9)
ASUIl (Ref.8)
11W (Ref. l 2)

I * .

0.011
0.002

-0.002
0.001
0.000

0.013
0.012
0.013

0.01(1)

to

-0.136
-0.0-16
-0.004

0.032
-0.021

-0.175
-0.191
-0.180

-0.26(1)

0.005
0.264

-0.065
0.026

-0.0.52

0.179
0.103
0.224

0.09(4)

O ( Cl x Jd

(GT)d
 %

calc

-9.0
-0.9
-1.2

3.0
-2.1

-10.2
-12.2
-10.3

-18.7(16)

A different approach to the determination of the effective one-body operator

is that of Brown and Wildenthal.12) The effective coupling constants are deter-

mined in a fit to a large number of data in the sa'-shell using shell-model wave

functions calculated without truncation in the complete s</-shell model space. The

assumption is that the effective one-body operator is only a weakly varying func-

tion of nuclear mass; a proportionality of Aoii is assumed. From Table II we see

that our calculated value of 6gA ~ -0.18 is only two-thirds the empirically de-

duced value. If we assume that the core-polarization calculation is about right

(because it is the principal correction for isoscalar magnetic moments which are

well described in similar calculations7"10), then we can use the empirically de-

termined value to solve for the isobar correction. The MEC, crossing term and

relativistic corrections are small for GT transitions. Thus we write, in an obvious

notation:

«JM(A) = t<jA(BVJ)-b,jA(CP)-6gA{MEC)-6(jA{CT)-6gA(Rc\)

= -0.13±0.01 . (3)

Our calculated valu.- from Table II is figA( A) = -0.04G, nearly three times smaller.



This strongly suggests an enhanced effective interaction is required in the isobar-

hole channels compared to the one-boson potential used by us.
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